Legal Services

SIMPLICITY PLUS™
Relativity + Processing Managed by Integreon
Litigation and e-discovery are challenging enough without the headaches
of managing technology. With Simplicity Plus™ from Integreon, you won’t
have to. For a simple monthly fee, you gain access to kCura’s Relativity and
other leading technologies, while we apply over a decade of experience and
ISO-certified best practices to processing, hosting, production and project
management. When e-discovery gets complex, the solution is Simplicity Plus.
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY, WITH COST CERTAINTY
Simplicity Plus from Integreon delivers the power of Relativity and other best-ofbreed technologies without the cost uncertainties of purchasing and supporting
hardware, licenses, and other IT infrastructure. Our professional services team also
routinely vets newer technologies to ensure our ability to meet your evolving needs.

ELIMINATE YOUR CAPITAL EXPENDITURES
With Simplicity Plus, there’s no need to invest in IT systems that can become
obsolete within months. We have invested heavily in the flexible infrastructure
needed to securely host and manage even the largest data volumes  and as your
requirements change, we are ready to scale with you.

SIMPLIFY YOUR BILLING WITH SUBSCRIPTION-BASED PRICING

INTEGREON SNAPSHOT
DEEP EXPERIENCE

15 YEARS IN E-DISCOVERY
Our team has deep experience
supporting e-discovery technology
for many of the world’s leading law
firms and corporations.
RESULTS FOCUSED

50+ MILLION DOCUMENTS
Our quality processes have
ensured the successful review of
more than 50 million documents
over the last five years.

Our subscription-based pricing provides simple and predictable costs, in addition to
dramatically reducing your upfront investment in technology. By fixing the costs for
processing, hosting, production and project management, you gain improved budget
visibility needed to make better-informed litigation decisions.

EXPERIENCE AND QUALITY MAKE THE DIFFERENCE
Integreon’s certified Relativity and Project Management Institute (PMI) professionals
have Six Sigma Black Belt expertise and years of experience supporting thousands of
e-discovery service and technology implementations. We provide up-front database
designs, cost-effective solutions and customized best-practices. Our experience and
consultative approach help ensure we provide you with consistently high quality
service and responsive support.

Best 5 Companies
Legal Services

ISO/IEC 27001:2005 Certified
Information Security Management

SIMPLICITY PLUS™ ADVANTAGE
 No Relativity licenses to buy

 Scalable with your litigation requirements

 No hardware to buy and no
IT infrastructure to maintain

 Predictable, fixed monthly fees, with no
per-gigabyte charges

www.integreon.com

ISO 9001:2008 Certified
Quality Management

INTEGREON SIMPLIFIES LEGAL DISCOVERY TECHNOLOGY AND SERVICE
Flexible, Advanced E-Discovery Processing and Production


Integreon’s team of experts will help you to select from an e-discovery
toolkit of market-leading technologies. Our integrated process provides the
data culling and throughput you require for the fastest, highest-quality
processing and production available. In addition, a state-of-the-art colocation
allows for flexibility and scalability should your case or project requirements
change. We also continually vet newer technologies to ensure our ability to
meet your evolving needs.

Relativity for Hosted Review


Integreon offers the industry-standard litigation review platform, kCura’s
Relativity, which provides a familiar, easy-to-use platform to handle even the
most complex case analysis, review and production requirements.
Integreon also provides a unique Relativity offering compared with that of
other providers. Through our years of supporting the platform, we have
developed add-on capabilities that serve to enhance the review experience.

Available Managed Review with Multi-Lingual Support


In addition to the core technologies and service offered through Simplicity
Plus, Integreon can also provide managed legal review of client documents
on an hourly or per document rate. We have years of experience providing
document review for Fortune 500 and AmLaw 100 firms throughout the
world. From our facilities in the US, UK, India and the Philippines, we provide
the rapid turn-around and seasoned reviewers at the price point you need.
Our review staff is comprised of attorneys, and our review teams are led by
project managers with experience across a wide variety of industries, subject
areas, and jurisdictions.
Foreign language reviews are a specialty at Integreon. We deploy teams of
multi-lingual reviewers, enabling us to support legal reviews in more than
50 languages.

Accountable Solution Management You Can Trust


With Integreon, you will have a single point of contact with accountability,
providing a familiar face who will ensure your needs are met and your issues
resolved quickly. You can trust our expertise and global capabilities to
provide effective e-discovery solutions with the flexibility and certainty you
require for litigation processes, technology, time and costs.
Contact us today to discover Simplicity Plus from Integreon.

www.integreon.com

For more information, contact us at

About Integreon
Integreon is a trusted, global provider
of award-winning, legal, document,
research and business support
solutions to law firms, corporate law
departments, financial institutions and
professional services firms.
Our 2,200+ Associates work from
delivery centers around the world to
support more than 250 clients in areas
such as legal process outsourcing,
litigation support, discovery and
disclosure, document review, contract
management and review, regulatory
compliance, operating model
transformation and back office
redesign.
Integreon has won more than 40
industry awards over the past five years
and supports its global client base from
onshore and offshore delivery centers
across the US, UK, India, China, the
Philippines, and South Africa.

What We Do
We’re redefining the way forwardthinking organizations operate in
today’s global economy. Our legal,
document, research and business
support services deliver transformative
results, enabling clients to save time,
energy and money while focusing on
what they do best.
Our legal services team puts a world of
experience at your command, with
award-winning solutions, including
e-discovery and document review,
contract review and management, due
diligence and compliance through our
global network of delivery centers and
resources across five continents.
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